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Curriculum  
Area 

Topics 

English Perfectly Norman by Tom Percival  
Pupils will explore the story through different lenses and plot points. They will continue to investigate and develop a wide 
range of vocabulary and construct sentences which include feelings, actions, thoughts and noticing. Pupils will then use story 
language to retell the story independently. 

Maths  In Maths pupils will carry out a unit called To 20 and Beyond.  They will explore number patterns, ordering and missing 
numbers.  Pupils will also explore  shape and spatial reasoning.  
Please continue to work on their personal key instant recall facts (KIRFS) and develop skills on NumBots which will help to 
improve their mental calculations. It is important that they learn and practise this target at home each week as part of their 
Maths homework. Pupils will continue to be tested on their target every other Wednesday / Thursday in class. 

Science Plants In this unit of work, pupils will learn about what a plant needs to survive.  They will plant a seed and care for a growing 
plant.  Pupils will make observations about plants they can see outside and draw pictures of plants. 

Geography What is so great about the UK? Pupils learn about the country in which they live. They will learn that England is part of the 
United Kingdom and has a capital city which is London.  Pupils will share some of the fantastic places that they have visited in 
the UK. 

Art Art and Design Skills Pupils will use learn to create patterns or meaningful pictures when printing.  They will sketch a 
landscape drawing of Carleton Mill and then use block printing to finish their art work.   

Music Our World Pupils will continue to learn to sing along with nursery rhymes and action songs.  They will listen and respond to 
different styles of music, exploring a wide range of songs.  Pupils will learn to find the pulse and copy-clap the rhythm of small 
phrases from the songs.  They will explore high pitch and low pitch using the images from songs and use the starting note to 
explore melodic patterns using one or two notes. 

P.E. Balance, Co-ordination and Flexibility Skills, Agility, moving in a space This half term, pupils will work on developing and 
mastering their movement skills. Pupils will explore equipment and develop balance, co-ordination, flexibility skills and agility 
through a range of games. 

R.E. Where do we belong? Pupils will explore the big question. They will learn that each and every one of us is unique and 
valuable.  Pupils will learn that in the Christian faith, people believe that God loves each person.  Finally we will learn about 
how Islam babies are welcomed into their faith trough a ceremony, this will be delivered by a parent of Islamic religion. 

P.S.H.E Relationships Pupils will discuss their families and the jobs/activities they do to help in their families.  They will learn how they 
can make friends to stop themselves being lonely and the impact of unkind words. Pupils will learn how they can be a good 
friend to one another. 

Computing Online Safety In this unit of work pupils will learn what the internet is and about the different reasons for its use.  Pupils will 
begin to learn about how to stay safe on the internet. 
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